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In this note we construct some examples of torsion-free, residually finite groups with the prop- 
erty that their pro-finite completions contain elements of finite order. 
1. Introduction 
In their important work on the zero-divisor conjecture for group rings of torsion- 
free soluble groups, Crawley-Boevey, Kropholler and Linnell [l] show that pro- 
finite completions of finitely generated, torsion-free, residually finite, metabelian- 
by-finite groups are themselves torsion-free. However, they state their belief that 
pro-finite completions of torsion-free, residually finite groups are not torsion-free 
in general and remark that whether or not this is true remains an open question. In 
this note we demonstrate that such completions can indeed contain non-trivial ele- 
ments of finite order. More surprisingly, we show that the theorem of Crawley- 
Boevey et al. does not even extend to countable torsion-free, residually finite, met- 
abelian groups. We accomplish this by proving the following: 
Theorem. For each prime p, there exists a countable, torsion-free, residually finite, 
metabelian group G such that its pro-finite completion contains an element of 
order p. 
Before proving this theorem we construct, for each prime p, a torsion-free group 
that is residually a finite p-group and such that its pro-p completion contains an ele- 
ment of order p. These examples are included because their structure is quite trans- 
parent and the author considers them to be much more illuminating than the groups 
referred to in our theorem. 
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2. Some examples 
Let X and Y be free abelian groups of infinite rank, freely generated by xi, x2, . . . 
and J+, Y,, . . . respectively, and let p be a prime. Define subgroups A 5X and Bs Y 
by A = (x” x;‘. . . xp” I k 1 k= 1,2 ,... >, B=(y,P’ 1 k= 1,2 , . ..> and observe that A and B 
are both free abelian, freely generated by the given generators. It follows that H= 
(X, Y 1 xp x$. . XkpI = yii, k= 1,2, . ..) is a free product of X and Y with A and B 
amalgamated. In particular, H is torsion-free. We claim that (i) H is residually a 
finite p-group, (ii) the pro-p completion of H contains an element of order p. 
(i) H is residually a finite p-group. Note that A =(x:),.$, . ..). so that X/A= 
Y/B+,xCp+- ; a residually finite p-group. A result of Gruenberg [2] implies 
that H/A zX/A *Y/B is residually a finite p-group. 
It now suffices to show that, for each 1 #a E A there exists N a H such that a $ N 
and H/N is a finite p-group. Since A fl H’= 1, this is not difficult to see after con- 
sidering 
Hab= H/H’= (X,Y 1 [X,Y]= 1, x+z”‘...x;“=ykp”, k=1,2 ,...) 
and showing that np”=, H,” = 1. 
To show that n:i H,“d = 1, we identify X and Y with their natural copies in Ha,, 
and notice that H&X= C, x Cpz x ... so that np”=, H,“d<X. Now, for each ie N we 
haveH~dX=Xp’YP’flX=XP’(YP’t7X)where Y”‘nX=(_$“,y~‘~ lsjsi, I>i). 
On writing the generators of this group in terms of x1,x2, . . . we see that 
Xp’(y~‘nX)=(Xp’,xpxzpz... x,?) = Hiin X from which np”=i HP’ = 1 follows with- 
out too much difficulty. The details are left to the reader. 
(ii) The pro-p completion of H contains an element of order p. Let JV= 
{Na H 1 H/N is a finite p-group} and let n(H/N) denote the Cartesian product 
of the groups H/N where NE JV. Define (gNN) E n (H/N) by g, = 1 and g,V = 
X] xz” . . . x, ‘” ’ if H/N has exponent pk> 1. Equivalently, g,N =x, xf...xc’ ’ if 
HP” IN and HP’ ’ fNwhere HPh=(gpi 1 ~EH). 
We identify the pro-p completion of H with li@ H/N5 n(H/N), where the in- 
verse limit is over all NEJ and claim that (g,VN)Eli&n H/N. For suppose that 
Mr N where M, NE JV and that H/M and H/N have exponents pr and pk respec- 
tively. Theng,M=x,x!...x{’ ‘M=x,x$‘...xe’ ‘M=g,MsincexFl,...x$ ‘eHP’< 
M if r< k. It follows that (g,N) E lim H/N. Furthermore, (g,N) has order p, for 
if H/N has exponent pk, we have gE=(x,x:‘...xf” ‘)p=~:)~~L...~~h=~~h~HP”~N. 
Therefore the pro-p completion of H contains an element of order p as desired. 
3. Proof of the theorem 
Let p denote a fixed prime. We shall construct a group G of the kind referred to 
in the theorem as a central product of two (non-standard) wreath products X and 
Y. Accordingly, we first construct X and Y and state some of their relevant proper- 
ties. 
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The group X 
For each ie Ini, let Ai denote the free abelian group of rank p, generated by 
~,a,~ ,..., aLp. Let A=Dr;,, Ai, the direct product of the Ai’s and define an ac- 
tion of (x) =c, on A by at = CI,~+~ for all i E N and where j and j + 1 are reduced 
modulo p. We form the semi-direct product X=A >a (x) and observe that A, aX 
for all ie N. Moreover Z(X), the centre of X, is free abelian, freely generated by 




, , ...c$ ,)P = xP(a[ 1 a[2..-a,,, p )--.(a{‘, a&..+a[“,), 
where k= 1,2, . . . . freely generate a subgroup of Z(X). 
The group Y 
For each ie IR let B; denote the free abelian group of rank pi generated by 
b;,1,61,2 ,..., 6,,,. Let B=DriC, Bi and define an action of ( y> = c, on B by b,i; = 
bi,j+ 1 for all i E N and where j and j + 1 are reduced modulo pi. We form the semi- 
direct product Y = B >a ( y> and observe that Bj a Y for all i E N. Note that Z(Y) is 
free abelian, freely generated by the elements b,, b,,,-.. b,,, where i= 1,2, . . . . Note 
also that Y/Z(Y) is torsion-free. 
The group G 
We construct G as a central product of X and Y identifying Z(Y) with that sub- 
group of Z(X) freely generated by the elements (xa& a$ ... a{,‘l)P, k = 1,2, . . . , in 
the following way: 
G=(X,Y j [X,Y]=l, (xa141a2q2]...akql)p=b,,, bk,2...bk,pi, k-l,2 ,... >. 
Evidently G is countable and metabelian. Moreover G/X= Y/YnX= Y/Z(Y) so 
that G is torsion-free, We remark for future use that if K is a finitely generated 
subgroup of G then there exists kE N such that yPk centralizes K. 
We say that a group is p-nilpotent if all of its finite images are p-nilpotent. It is 
well-known that the pro-p completion of any p-nilpotent group H can be identified 
with a Sylow p-subgroup of the pro-finite completion of H. Thus, if the pro-p com- 
pletion of a p-nilpotent group H contains an element of order p so does the pro- 
finite completion of H. It follows that our theorem will be proved once we establish 
that (i) G is residually finite, (ii) G is p-nilpotent, and (iii) the pro-p completion of 
G contains an element of order p. 
(i) G is residually finite. This is not difficult to show directly, but in the interests 
of brevity we remind the reader of a beautiful theorem of Hall [3] which asserts that 
finitely generated metabelian groups are residually finite. Hence it is enough to show 
that G is residually finitely generated. So suppose that 1 #ge G. Obviously g E 
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(X,.Y,A’, . . ..A.,B’,..., B,) for some TE N. On examining the presentation of G 
given above, it is not difficult to see that g $ N= (Ai, Bj / iz r + 2, jr r + 1). Since 
G/N is finitely generated, this completes the proof that G is residually finite. 
(ii) G isp-nilpotent. Let G be any finite image of G and let 2 denote the image 
of ge G under the natural homomorphism rr : G -+ G. Since xpe Z(G) we have 
K” E Z(G). Now there exists a finitely generated subgroup K of G which maps onto 
C? under n. Recall that there exists /CE tN such that yp’ centralizes K. It follows 
that jpi E Z(G). Therefore A= (.F~,~~“,A, B > is a normal abelian subgroup of G 
such that G/M is a p-group. This implies in an obvious manner that G is p-nil- 
potent. 
(iii) The pro-p completion of G contains an element of order p. The proof is very 
similar to the last argument of section 2. Let JV = {N a G 1 G/N is a finite p-group}, 
CPA = (gpi / ge G) and let n(G/N) denote the Cartesian product of the groups 
G/N where NE Jv. Define (g,N) E fl (G/N) by g, = 1 and g,V =xa[, a{f . ..a<‘. if 
G/N has exponent pk > 1. 
We identify the pro-p completion G with li&n G/Nln(G/N), where the inverse 
limit is over all NE A’, and note that (g,N) E lim G/N. Now (g,,,N) is our desired 
element of order p since, if G/N has exponent p , we have gfi = (xa,li, a$ ... a.$)P = % 
‘k, 1 ‘k, 2 ’ ’ ’ bk,p” = (bk,, ~)~“(y-‘)~’ E GPAsN. The proof is complete. 
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